MTO 12.3 Examples: Duffin, Just Intonation in Renaissance Theory and Practice
(Note: audio, video, and other interactive examples are only available online)
http://www.mtosmt.org/issues/mto.06.12.3/mto.06.12.3.duffin.php

Table 1. Renaissance Interval Ratios

Table 2. Ratios and Cents

Table 3. Common Microtonal Intervals of Just intonation
Interval
diesis

Example
C

-1–D +1

syntonic comma

C0–C+1

diesis

C0–B

0

Ratio

Cents

2048:2025

19.55

81:80

21.51

531441:524288

23.46

Table 4. Just intervals with their sounds
Interval

Example

Ratio

Cents

minimal semitone

C0–C

-2

25:24

70.67

minor semitone

C0–C

-1

135:128

92.18

major semitone

C0–D

+1

16:15

111.73

maximum semitone

C0–D

+2

27:25

133.24

minor tone

C0–D-1

10:9

182.40

major tone

C0–D0

9:8

203.91

6:5

315.64

minor third

C0–E

+1

major third

C0–E-1

5:4

386.31

perfect fourth

C0–F0

4:3

498.04

augmented fourth

C0–F

-1

45:32

590.22

diminished fifth

C0–G

+1

64:45

609.78

3:2

701.96

8:5

813.69

perfect fifth
minor sixth

C0–G0
C0–A

+1

major sixth

C0–A-1

5:3

884.36

minor seventh (lesser)

C0–B

0

16:9

996.09

minor seventh (greater)

C0–B

+1

9:5

1017.60

major seventh

C0–B-1

15:8

1088.27

octave

C0–C0

2:1

1200.00

Example 1a. Benedetti’s first passage in his own version

Figure 1.

Example 1b. Benedetti’s first passage in various regular temperaments

Plate 1. Benedetti’s two tuning puzzles, from Diversum, pp. 279, 280

Example 1c. Benedetti’s first passage in a Blackwood version

Example 1d. Benedetti’s first passage in Duffin version 1

Example 1e. Benedetti’s first passage in Duffin version 2

Example 2a. Benedetti’s second passage in his own version

Example 2b. Benedetti’s second passage in Duffin version

Example 3a. Rore’s Hellas, comment (ending) in Benedetti’s presumed version

Example 3b. Rore’s Hellas, comment (ending) in Duffin version

Example 4a. Lasso’s Ave regina caelorum excerpt in Blackwood’s presumed “Just” version

Example 4b. Lasso’s Ave regina caelorum excerpt in Blackwood’s own “Just” version

Example 4c. Blackwood’s first Lasso example in Duffin version

Example 5a. Blackwood’s second Lasso example in his own version

Example 5b. Blackwood’s second Lasso example in Duffin version

Example 6. Thomas Tallis, Lamentations of Jeremiah (end of the 1st part)

Table 5. Problem Spots in the Exercises

In the G Mode exercise, first of all, note that the C0 in the alto voice at
chords 9–10 is not pure in the A0 minor triad of chord 9 (to be pure, it
ought to be at +1). However, since the C is tied over to chord 10 where it
needs to be pure to the modal final of G0, I have placed it at 0 it to be pure
to the G. Blackwood would probably have started it at +1 for chord 9 and
then changed it to 0 at chord 10.

In the C Mode exercise, at chords 16–17, there is again a problem with the
C (in the tenor part). The A is held over the bass’s D, while the C and E are
passing. The C should really be at +1 in order to be pure to both the A and
the E, but it needs to be at 0 in the next chord to be pure to the G. Since
chord 16 is dissonant anyway, the C is tolerable as a narrow minor third.

A similar situation occurs at chord 24 in the D Mode exercise. The
soprano’s C is suspended at +1 from the previous chord, and the E is
passing. In order to be pure to the G in the bass and alto, the C should be
at 0 and the E at -1. Given that as a suspension the C must be at +1, the E
needs to stay at 0. The fact that the chord is a passing second inversion
makes it less unpleasant.

At chord 29, also in the D Mode exercise, the E, G , and B are all pure to
one another approaching the cadence to A at chord 30, but the D should
technically be at +1 in order to be a pure minor third above the B. It must
remain at 0 because it's tied over from chord 28, however, and in fact, the
linear motion is preferable this way to the extremely wide semitone of D+1
descending to C -1. In any case, D0 to G -1 is a better tritone than D+1 to G
-1, and since the D is also dissonant to the E, the impurity is not so
noticeable. This does raise the question of what to do with dominant
seventh chords when they occur in later music, since those same
impurities will always be an issue.

In fact, the problem in the A/E Mode example is similar. The bass’s F+1 in
chord 25 is pure to both the B and the D; however, the B and D are not
pure to each other. The B needs to remain where it is as the note above
the eventual cadence tone, A. The D could conceivably be placed at +1 to
be pure to the B0, but then it would be impure to the F+1, and would no
longer make a pure tritone with the G -1 in chord 26. Obviously, there is a
fundamental problem in trying to tune diminished triads (an important
component of dominant sevenths chords as well): two pure minor thirds
do not make a pure diminished fifth. This is one of the reasons I don't
think Just intonation works well for most baroque music.*

Finally, in the F Mode example, the consecutive fourths in the bass mean
that G, D, and A are all at 0. This is fine, and the parts work out well
vertically as well as horizontally, but the result is that F in chord 18 is at
+1, which seems an odd place to find the final of the mode. The fact that
the piece has turned toward D Mode at that point explains the
comfortable placement of F at +1 in this passage, a pure minor third
above the temporary modal center.

* For my views on early 18th-century ensemble tuning, see my “Why I hate Vallotti (or is it Young?),” Historical Performance
Online (2000), and my aforementioned forthcoming article and practice resource, “Baroque Ensemble Tuning in Extended 1/6
Syntonic Comma Meantone,” Digital Case (2006). For a discussion of unequal tuning procedures through the 19th century,
see my How Equal Temperament Ruined Harmony (and Why You Should Care), forthcoming from W. W. Norton, 2006.

